What is a "normal" wear pattern for metal-on-metal hip bearings?
In addition to classical run-in and steady-state wear phases, metal-on-metal (MOM) hip bearings have encountered "runaway wear" (RAW) trends in simulator studies. This puzzling behavior has resulted in 2- to 19-fold wear increases compared with other apparently "identical" bearings. MOM bearings have shown five identifiable RAW wear patterns in joint simulators; therefore, additional descriptive terms were used here to indicate various observed patterns, for example, "breakaway wear" (BAW), which was defined as a higher wear trend that recovers to steady-state wear. As these trends commonly occur for MOM, this raises the question of what can be considered "normal" behavior or "abnormal"? In an effort to identify possible causes for this behavior, the current study investigated six Co-Cr bearings, which closely matched with respect to geometrical tolerances. Despite close control of design and test variables, BAW occurred in 30% of the MOM bearings, producing a threefold wear increase above otherwise identical MOM bearings within the same group. The majority of the BAW (85%) occurred on the cup side and was validated by growth of wear scars and concentrations of metal ions. One bearing that showed continuing BAW at 5 Mc revealed a cup that was 50% smoother than other cups whereas its mating head was 50% rougher, thus signifying that highly polished areas were sites of the highest MOM wear. The two BAW bearings with high wear showed the greatest conformity at 5 Mc, in apparent contradistinction to classical lubrication theory.